Experimental and theoretical charge density distribution of the colossal magnetoresistive transition metal sulfide FeCr2S4.
The total charge density distribution rho(r) of the colossal magnetoresistive transition metal sulfide FeCr(2)S(4) was evaluated through a multipole formalism from a set of structure factors obtained both experimentally, by means of single crystal high-quality x-ray diffraction data collected at T=23 K, and theoretically, with an extended-basis unrestricted Hartree-Fock periodic calculation on the experimental geometry. A full topological analysis, followed by the calculation of local energy density values and net atomic charges, was performed using the quantum theory of atoms in molecules. The experimental and theoretical results were compared. Good agreement was found for the topological properties of the system, as well as for the atomic net charges and the nature of the chemical bonds. An analysis of the electron density rho(r), its Laplacian nabla(2)[rho(r)], and the total energy density H(r) at the bond critical points was employed to classify all the interactions that resulted as predominantly closed shell (ionic) in nature. The topological indicators of the bonded interactions for Fe are distinct from those for Cr. The Fe-S bond distances were found to be 0.145 A shorter than the ideal values computed on the basis of Shannon's crystal radii, much shorter than the Cr-S distances with respect to their ideal Shannon lengths. Concomitantly, rho(r) and |H(r)| at the bond critical points are greater for Fe-S interactions, indicating that the local concentration of charge density in the internuclear region is larger for the tetrahedrally coordinated iron than for the octahedrally coordinated chromium. The isosurface in the real space for nabla(2)[rho(r)]=0 was plotted for both iron and chromium, pointing out the local zones of valence shell charge concentration and relating them to the partial d-orbital occupancy of the two transition metal atoms.